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VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

Test - 1

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. Security was ---- on the rail route due to the 
possibility of a terrorist attack. 100 full equiped 
soldiers were sent to the region.

A)   moderated  B)   diminished
C)   weakened  D)   intensified
  E)   terrified

2. I need a book which ---- information on the 
archaeological and natural heritage of the city 
of Rome. I will use it for my graduation project.

A)   surrounds  B)   contains
C)   detests   D)   refrains
  E)   measures

3. When you take out a loan from a bank, how 
long your payments will last ---- how much you 
pay. 

A)   monitors  B)   commences
C)   exposes   D)   terminates
  E)   determines

4. Geological processes such as erosion, 
weathering and sedimentation lower the 
chance that an organism will be ---- as a fossil. 

A)   preserved  B)   distributed
C)   deleted   D)   skipped
  E)   directed

5. Both politicians ---- the invitation to the debate, 
offering an identical explanation that they had 
another engagement.

A)   distinguished  B)   surveyed
C)   perceived  D)   welcomed
  E)   declined

6. Although space was observed as early as the 
fourth century BC, it was only in the twentieth-
century that man sent out probes and himself 
to ---- it. 

A)   recognize  B)   explore
C)   notice   D)   appreciate
  E)   charge

7. Green health ---- to the revival of interest in 
medicinal plants, organic food and traditional 
health practices.

A)   refers   B)   specifies
C)   illustrates  D)   indicates
  E)   displays

8. The author of the book got angry when he had 
learnt that some sections had been ---- at the 
request of the publisher.

A)   performed  B)   concluded
C)   implied   D)   removed
  E)   apprehended
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Test 1

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. He never gives up when he is doing something 
difficult because he has a fighter’s ----.  He 
always gets what he deserves.

A)   discouragement  B)   popularity 
C)   conclusion  D)   reversal
  E)   mentality 

10. They offered him some money which he 
thought it was not enough. After thoughtful 
----, my cousin decided to accept the job offer.

A)   destiny   B)   perspiration 
C)   consideration  D)   intuition
  E)   conflict

11. The ---- I remember most from my childhood 
is my first bicycle ride. I was riding down the 
street when I hit a lorry and broke my arm.

A)   occupation  B)   separation
C)   survey   D)   incident
  E)   prevention

12. Too much sun is not good for your ----; it will 
make you look old and wrinkly. You should 
protect yourself from the Sun by wearing sun 
cream.

 

A)   privacy   B)   texture 
C)   fibre   D)   pattern
  E)   complexion 

13. The Statue of Liberty in New York is one of 
the most famous ---- in the world. Most of the 
people all around the world know where it is.

A)   landmarks  B)   proposals 
C)   warehouses  D)   ruins
  E)   metropolises

14. Before attempting to skiing, one has to have 
the right ----, such as skis, boots and goggles. 
Moreover, the weather should be suitable for 
skiing.

A)   helmet   B)   device 
C)   material   D)   equipment
  E)   posture 

15. We can watch either a comedy or a thriller; I 
have no special ----. I have a lot of films from 
different genres.

A)   commitment  B)   preference
C)   convenience  D)   introduction
  E)   impression

16. Due to the bad weather conditions, most of the 
planes couldn’t take off. The airline offered the 
passengers a free flight as ---- for the 24-hour 
delay. 

A)   resignation  B)   regeneration
C)   compensation  D)   confession
  E)   disturbance 
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Test 2

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. You should hold the needle ---- if you want 
to thread it the first time. Listen to me as it is 
something I am interested in.

A)   incapable  B)   steady
C)   protective   D)   tricky
  E)   precious

10. Make a(n) ---- outline of your research paper 
before you write it. Otherwise, nobody can 
understand what you want to mention clearly.

A)   fair   B)   ancient
C)   obedient  D)   brief
  E)   casual

11. Stress causes the muscles to tense up, which 
leads to less control of your limbs and more 
---- movements.

A)   clumsy   B)   hilarious
C)   immune   D)   native
  E)   edible

12. Children should be prevented from accessing 
information which is ----.  Their parents should 
keep an eye on them.

A)   prior   B)   noble
C)   controversial  D)   explosive
  E)   legible

13. Because he wanted to earn his dignity and 
respect back, he ---- apologized to everyone 
for what he had done.

A)   approximately  B)   sincerely
C)   occasionally  D)   relatively
  E)   increasingly

14. It is very normal for a seven year old child to 
write the whole alphabet, spell the words, and 
speak ----.

A)   absolutely  B)   mournfully
C)   faithfully   D)   criminally
  E)   fluently

15. The owner of the car didn’t want to pay for the 
repairs, even though the accident had been ---- 
his fault. Therefore, they called the police.

A)   entirely   B)   suitably
C)   wrongly   D)   regularly
  E)   reluctantly

16. His contract ---- states that he can’t leave 
before next year. If he does, he will have to pay 
a heavy fine.

A)   subsequently  B)   clearly
C)   instantly   D)   immediately
  E)   impatiently
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Test 6

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. Vindaloo, a curry paste will keep ---- in the 
refrigerator and, if the jar has been sterilized, 
will keep for at least 6 months on the shelf.

A)   cheerfully  B)   anxiously
C)   indefinitely  D)   rudely
  E)   painfully

10. Since the inhabitants were ---- from the village 
due to high water, injuries or deaths were not 
reported.

A)   composed  B)   evacuated
C)   polished   D)   admired
  E)   deserved

11. Although it is ---- to give up your seat to those 
deserving special attention, many people do 
not obey this rule.

A)   immortal  B)   manual
C)   forgiving  D)   obligatory
  E)   hostile

12. Over 100 sailors died in the Russian 
submarine that was ---- between the rocks on 
the floor of the Barents Sea.

A)   regained  B)   trapped
C)   offered   D)   criticized
  E)   resorted

13. Since Britain was ---- by the Normans for a 
long period, many words in English are of 
French origin.

A)   carried   B)   preferred
C)   mended   D)   invaded
  E)   prejudged

14. There is growing fear now that the conflict 
could spread outside the ---- of the old 
Yugoslavia, and into neighbouring countries.

A)   individuals  B)   links
C)   personalities  D)   miracles
  E)   boundaries

15. Toplitzsee, a lake in Brussels, has two 
bottoms, the top of the lake is fresh and 
drinkable, but ----, at 25 metres below the lake 
is salty.

A)   evenly   B)   sparsely
C)   identically  D)   weirdly
  E)   manually

16. With less demand for ---- due to the 
mechanised nature of the soya farms, many 
workers and farmers lost their only source of 
income.

A)   growth   B)   labour
C)   survey   D)   infection
  E)   basis
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VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

Test - 13

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. There is no proof that the client acted ---- and 
intentionally to obtain more benefits than 
those to which he was entitled.

A)   tactlessly  B)   respectably
C)   wilfully   D)   objectively
  E)   silently

2. When the time comes for the king to step 
down from the throne, the ---- will likely pass 
to his eldest son.

A)   insurance  B)   crown
C)   evidence  D)   exaggeration
  E)   contradiction

3. It’s better to solve problems using discussions 
and joining opinions instead of ---- solutions 
as peace is very important now.

A)   immense  B)   splendid
C)   mournful  D)   competitive
  E)   military

4. A rumour or a piece of ---- is sometimes like 
money; telling it to people is like buying their 
attention, if only for a few minutes.

A)   ornament  B)   gossip
C)   legislation  D)   threat
  E)   proof

5. I prefer ---- food, so I make myself some chilli 
sauce for every meal but I think I will put on 
some weight in the near future.

A)   immediate  B)   absolute
C)   vulnerable  D)   spicy
  E)   tactful

6. After her mother’s insistence she ---- agreed to 
visit her grandmother for the weekend.

A)   glaringly   B)   unwillingly
C)   selfishly   D)   optimistically
  E)   arrogantly

7. She did not try to explain the feeling, for it was 
not something that could be ---- explained, 
even to herself.

A)   reasonably  B)   desperately
C)   fatally   D)   instinctively
  E)   commercially

8. People used to hang laundry on the roof, 
believing that the Sun would ---- the starched 
sheets.

A)   approve   B)   design
C)   forbid   D)   confront
  E)   bleach
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VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

Test - 20

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. One should always bare in mind that setting 
goals in the beginning is as important as ---- 
each and every one of these goals later in life.

A)   accomplishing  B)   referring
C)   belonging  D)   invading
  E)   apprehending

2. Hard copies of these online texts are 
really difficult to ---- due to their very rare 
publication.

A)   set out   B)   take after
C)   give off   D)   come by
  E)   look up

3. I hate unexpected visitors who ---- when l don’t 
feel social at all. I can’t understand why they 
don’t call before coming.

A)   go off   B)   pop in
C)   send out  D)   show off
  E)   pick out

4. Thailand officials have stated that they are all 
---- grateful to Turkey and Turkish people for 
their humanitarian aid to the Tsunami victims.

A)   annually   B)   distantly
C)   profoundly  D)   convincingly
  E)   instinctively

5. As she has just ---- her boyfriend over where to 
go on holiday this summer, it is not surprising 
she looks so gloomy at the moment.

A)   fallen out with  B)   wiped out
C)   blown up  D)   caught on
  E)   taken for

6. The local town council has introduced speed 
---- in residential areas to try to prevent road 
accidents.

A)   manipulations  B)   dedications
C)   restrictions  D)   inferences
  E)   expressions

7. The angry farmers gathering in the open 
area near the presidency building ---- larger 
government subsidies.

A)   fell apart  B)   called for
C)   came along  D)   threw up
  E)   cut off 

8. One of the lovely characteristics of Turkish 
people is their warm sense of ---- which covers 
you as soon as you are welcomed into their 
homes.

A)   development  B)   endurance
C)   proportion  D)   withdrawal
  E)   hospitality
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Test 22

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. After they had argued a lot, the two sides have 
reached a(n) ---- to divide the money into two 
equal parts.

A)   astonishment  B)   agreement
C)   ignorance  D)   protection
  E)   immunization

10. I have learnt that storing herbs in glass jars 
in a cool place helps ---- their essential oils, 
which is what gives them their aromas.

A)   preserve  B)   overestimate
C)   respond   D)   insist
  E)   regard

11. Yesterday I didn’t really want to go out, and the 
fact that it was raining gave me a(n) ---- excuse 
for not doing so.

A)   convenient  B)   arrogant
C)   offensive  D)   hospitable
  E)   fateful

12. When he was informed by his friends by the 
phone, the caretaker ran out and ---- the boys 
who had been damaging the fence.

A)   blew up   B)   looked up
C)   put through  D)   saw off
  E)   gave in

13. The sixth paragraph of the article says that 
criminal law ---- acts which are considered 
harmful to society as a whole, such as murder.

A)   persists   B)   involves
C)   distributes  D)   appeals
  E)   retires

14. You must realize the bitter fact that it seems 
almost ---- that they will discover the error 
when they check the account.

A)   internal   B)   wasteful
C)   inevitable  D)   scornful
  E)   diverse

15. In his latest movie, the famous actor plays a 
concerned and ---- father trying to bring up two 
teenage children on his own.

A)   previous   B)   considerable
C)   evident   D)   sensitive
  E)   eclectic

16. Nobody could ---- why the two members of the 
same department quarrelled with each other 
the other day.

A)   make out  B)   take off
C)   run out of  D)   fall apart
  E)   break down
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VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

Test - 30

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. After experiencing many serious earthquakes, 
Japan used its technology to build better 
houses that are more ---- to earthquakes.

A)   durable   B)   mutual
C)   hereditary  D)   regrettable
  E)   permissible

2. Teacher will have students demonstrate 
proficiency in locating the North direction by 
using a ----.

A)   diary   B)   bachelor
C)   compass  D)   pavement
  E)   rehearsal

3. In some eastern regions, women who are 
being ---- married against their will often tend 
to commit suicide.

A)   forcefully  B)   respectably
C)   unintentionally  D)   agreeably
  E)   deservedly

4. My grandfather’s eye-sight was so poor that 
he was almost blind when he didn’t ---- his 
glasses.

A)   put on   B)   go by
C)   back up   D)   get down
  E)   come along

5. At the end of 24 days of hunger strike, the 
prisoners decided to suspend their ----, after 
having obtained satisfaction on their demands.

A)   presentation  B)   bribery
C)   action   D)   eruption
  E)   chance

6. In Paris and all major towns, traffic is at its 
most congested at rush hours when people ---- 
for or return from work.

A)   put up   B)   run into
C)   give away  D)   set off
  E)   die out

7. Children are much less likely to behave ---- 
when the negative consequences of violence 
are shown.

A)   barely   B)   aggressively
C)   respectively  D)   chiefly
  E)   approximately

8. Father’s Day was traditionally intended as a(n) 
---- to honour fathers and any man considered 
loving and kind.

A)   plague   B)   wage
C)   vaccination  D)   allowance
  E)   celebration
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Test 34

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. Some aspects of Aikido, one of the Japanese 
martial arts, are difficult to comprehend 
without a(n) ---- amount of practice.

A)   genuine   B)   ecological
C)   dissatisfied  D)   considerable
  E)   inefficient

10. Outdoor workers ---- to sun have a higher 
frequency of skin cancer than the average 
person.

A)   ignored   B)   exposed
C)   resented  D)   united
  E)   enabled

11. If you ---- quit your job without a cause, it 
is possible that you may not be entitled for 
Employment Insurance.

A)   slightly   B)   coincidentally
C)   voluntarily  D)   extremely
  E)   monotonously

12. When I graduated from the school of medicine, 
I started searching for a job and ---- I was able 
to gain a position at the local hospital.

A)   repeatedly  B)   regularly
C)   intentionally  D)   fortunately
  E)   concurrently

13. In 1940 Mussolini joined the war in ---- with 
Hitler and ordered the army to destroy the 
ghettos.

A)   resemblance  B)   alliance
C)   disability  D)   presentation
  E)   addiction

14. I stay in a house with four bedrooms which I 
share with two other people, so there is always 
a ---- room for visitors.

A)   provincial  B)   smooth
C)   spare   D)   violent
  E)   tactile

15. Scientists claim that Chernobyl residents were 
---- to radiation forty times stronger than the 
Hiroshima bomb.

A)   obeyed   B)   presumed
C)   exposed  D)   blamed
  E)   converted

16. The main problem of the Terrier dogs is 
control but nevertheless they can be taught ---- 
to the owner by patient training.

A)   obedience  B)   heritage
C)   investment  D)   species
  E)   handicap
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Test 51

VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

9. ---- proven facts are very solid proofs that 
ought to be made use of in any kind of 
presentation.

A)   Arithmetically B)   Deliberately
C)   Illegally  D)   Familiarly
  E)   Peculiarly

10. It may seem economical to buy cheaper 
goods, however, they are generally of ---- 
quality.

A)   envious  B)   immoral
C)   deliberate  D)   inferior 
  E)   conventional

11. The ---- expression on his face revealed 
the fact that he didn’t understand a word of 
anything I had told him.

A)   disgraceful  B)   vigorous
C)   industrial  D)   informal
  E)   blank 

12. The secretary’s ---- excuse didn’t seem to 
convince the boss though he preferred to 
remain silent about it.

A)   scarce  B)   triumphant 
C)   sensible  D)   graceful
  E)   infertile

13. The wedding party last night was ---- with 
all that live classical music, the glamorous 
clothes and the arrangement.

A)   considerate B)   vital
C)   splendid  D)   constructive
  E)   disgraceful

14. If I hadn’t ---- for the expenses, they would 
have rightly taken the issue to the court, which 
would have cost me more.

A)   speculated  B)   differentiated
C)   compensated D)   merchandised
  E)   conceptualized

15. Since Mr Anderson is an expert in the 
R&D field, our company is ready to ---- any 
suggestions of his.

A)   crave  B)   welcome 
C)   assemble  D)   pinpoint
  E)   recover

16. ----, Robin Hood was a real thief; however, he 
has always been considered a hero in that he 
stole from the rich and gave to the poor.

A)   Considerably B)   Splendidly
C)   Luckily  D)   Admittedly 
  E)   Hopefully
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VOCABULARY QUESTION BANK

Test - 62

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük veya ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1.  The referee team came to the decision that 
they would have to ---- the match due to the icy 
weather.

A)   try on   B)   call off
C)   wear out  D)   throw up
  E)   send out

2.  The lovers were totally unaware of the outside 
world as they ---- each other on the station 
platform.

A)   embraced  B)   dwelled
C)   evolved   D)   progressed
  E)   utilized

3.  My doctor has told me that it is very normal 
that I feel rather ---- after such a long and 
complicated operation.

A)   official   B)   systematic
C)   frequent   D)   loyal
  E)   fragile 

4.  Why don’t you understand me? I have looked 
in every ---- place for my gloves, but I can’t find 
them anywhere.

A)   tender   B)   considerate
C)   diligent   D)   literary
  E)   conceivable

5.  While doing his presentation, he frequently 
 ---- to some certain books in order to support 

the theory he was trying to justify.

A)   admitted  B)   detached
C)   permitted  D)   referred
  E)   degraded

6.  Let’s start the discussion on the main 
problems of the street children by making a 
general ---- of who they are.

A)   description  B)   bribery
C)   amusement  D)   aggression
  E)   enchantment

7.  Believe it or not, I admit having broken the 
opponent player’s leg ---- yesterday. It was not 
accidental as you thought.

A)   variously  B)   basically
C)   irrelevantly  D)   annually
  E)   deliberately

8.  In truly democratic countries, the 
government’s ---- in university education is 
unacceptable and rarely seen.

A)   interference  B)   subsistence
C)   fulfilment  D)   moderation
  E)   affection


